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Polyrystalline samples of the reently disovered MgCNi3 superondutor were investigated by
transport, a suseptibility, d magnetization and spei heat measurements in magneti elds up
to 16T. Consistent results were obtained for the temperature dependene of the upper ritial eld
H
2(T ) from resistane, a suseptibility and spei heat measurements. A WHH like temperature
dependene of H
2(T ) and the quadrati relationship H2(0) ∼ T
2

point to an eetive predominant
single band behavior near the quasi lean limit. Evidene for strong eletron-phonon and eletron-
paramagnon oupling was found analyzing the spei heat data. The orresponding s- and p-wave
senarios are briey disussed using alulated densities of states of dierent Fermi surfae sheets.
PACS numbers: 74.70.Ad, 74.60.E, 74.60.Ge
Keywords: A. Superondutors, D. Upper ritial eld, Spei heat
I. INTRODUCTION
The reent disovery of superondutivity in the inter-
metalli antiperovskite ompound MgCNi3
1
with a su-
peronduting transition temperature of T

≃ 8 K is
rather surprising onsidering its high Ni ontent. There-
fore, it is not unexpeted that this ompound is near a
ferromagneti instability whih might be reahed by hole
doping at the Mg sites.
2
The possibility of unonven-
tional superondutivity due to the proximity of these
two types of olletive order has attrated great interest
in the eletroni struture and the physis of the pairing
mehanism. Band struture alulations
2,3,4
for MgCNi3
reveal a domination of the eletroni states at the Fermi
surfae by the 3d orbitals of Ni.
MgCNi3 an be onsidered as the 3-dimensional ana-
logue of the layered transition metal boroarbides whih
have superonduting transition temperatures up to T

≃
23 K. In spite of the muh lower T

of MgCNi3, its
upper ritial elds H
2 at low temperatures is, with
H
2(0) = 10 . . . 15 T
5,6,7,8
omparable with that of the
boroarbides or even higher. This is onneted with the
ompletely dierent temperature dependene of H
2 for
these ompounds. The H
2(T ) dependene of MgCNi3 is
similar to that of dirty-limit intermetalli superondu-
tors with a steep slope of H
2(T ) at T.
Through analysis of spei heat data, MgCNi3 was har-
aterized in the framework of a onventional, phonon-
mediated pairing both as a moderate
1,8
and as a strong
7
oupling superondutor. Strong oupling is also sug-
gested by the large energy gap determined from tun-
neling experiments.
7
The question of the pairing sym-
metry is ontroversially disussed in the literature.
13
C
NMR experiments
9
support swave pairing in MgCNi3,
whereas tunneling spetra indiate an unonventional
pairing state.
7
In the present investigation, upper ritial eld and spe-
i heat data of MgCNi3 were analyzed with the aid of
theoretial results for Fermi veloities and partial densi-
ties of states in order to nd out a onsistent physial
piture explaining the experimental results.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Polyrystalline samples of MgCNi3 have been prepared
by solid state reation. In order to obtain samples with
high T

, one has to use an exess of arbon as stated
in Ref. 1. To over the high volatility of Mg during
the sintering of the samples an exess of Mg is needed,
too.
1
In this study, a sample with the nominal formula
Mg1.2C1.6Ni3 has been investigated whih is denoted as
MgC1.6Ni3. To prepare the sample, a mixture of Mg,
C and Ni powders was pressed into a pellet. The pellet
was wrapped in a Ta foil and sealed in a quartz ampoule
ontaining an Ar atmosphere at 180 mbar. The sample
was sintered for half an hour at 600◦C followed by one
hour at 900◦C. After a ooling proess the sample was
regrounded. This proedure was repeated two times in
order to lower a possible impurity phase ontent. The
obtained sample was investigated by x-ray diratome-
try to estimate its quality. The diratometer pattern
(Fig. 1) showed small impurity onentrations mainly re-
sulting from MgO and unreated arbon rystallized in
form of graphite. The lattie onstant of the prepared
sample was determined to be a = 0.38107(1) nm using
the Rietveld omputer program FULLPROF.
10
Aord-
ing to Ref. 11 this indiates that the nearly single phase
sample orresponds to the superonduting modiation
of MgC
x
Ni3.
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Figure 1: Rietveld renement for MgC1.6Ni3. The rosses
orrespond to the experimental data. The solid line shows
the alulated pattern. Vertial bars give the Bragg positions
for the main phase MgCNi3, graphite and MgO (from top to
bottom). The line at the bottom gives the dierene between
the experimental and alulated data.
The superonduting transition of the sample was inves-
tigated by measurements of the eletrial resistane, the
a suseptibility and the spei heat. For the eletri-
al resistane measurement a piee ut from the initially
prepared pellet with 5mm in length and a ross setion
of approximately 1mm
2
was measured in magneti elds
up to 16 T using the standard four probe method with
urrent densities between 0.2 and 1 A/m
2
. The a sus-
eptibility and the spei heat measurements were per-
formed on other piees from the same pellet in magneti
elds up to 9 T.
III. RESULTS
A. Superonduting transition and upper ritial
eld
In Fig. 2, the temperature dependene of the eletrial
resistane of the investigated sample is shown. A super-
onduting transition with an onset (midpoint) value of
T

= 7.0 K (6.9 K) is observed (see inset of Fig. 2) whih
is onsistent with the onset of the superonduting tran-
sition at T

= 7.0 K determined from a suseptibility.
It should be noted that the sample shown in Fig. 2 has a
resistivity of ρ300K = 2.1 mΩm at 300 K whih is muh
too large in order to be intrinsi. On the other hand, its
residual resistane ratio RRR = R(300K)/R(8K) = 1.85
and the shape of the R(T ) urve are typial for MgCNi3
samples.
1
A possible explanation for the high resistivity
of the investigated sample whih was not subjeted to
high pressure sintering is a relatively large resistane of
the grain boundaries.
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Figure 2: Temperature dependene of resistane of MgC1.6Ni3
at zero applied magneti eld. The inset shows the superon-
duting transition region.
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Figure 3: Field dependene of resistane of MgC1.6Ni3 mea-
sured at several temperatures.
The eld dependene of the eletrial resistane of the
same sample is shown in Fig. 3 for several temperatures
between 6.0 and 1.9K. A sharp transition is observed
whih remains almost unhanged down to low temper-
atures. In Fig. 4, the elds H10, H50 and H90 dened
at 10%, 50% and 90% of the normal-state resistane are
plotted as funtion of temperature. Idential results have
been found from resistanevs.temperature transition
urves measured at dierent magneti elds. Addition-
ally, Fig. 4 shows upper ritial eld data determined
from a suseptibility measurements. The onset of su-
perondutivity was used to dene H
2 from a susep-
tibility.
It is learly seen that for the investigated sample Hsus
2
(H
2 obtained from suseptibility) agrees approximately
with H10. A similar behavior was already observed for
MgB2, whereas in the ase of rareearth nikel boroar-
bides the onset of superondutivity determined from a
suseptibility was typially found to agree well with the
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Figure 4: Temperature dependene of the upper ritial eld
for MgC1.6Ni3. The irles show the midpoint valueH50 of the
resistivity in the normal state. The two lines labelled H10 and
H90 denote 10% and 90% of the normal state resistivity. The
triangles represent the upper ritial eld determined from
the onset of a suseptibility.
midpoint value (H50) of the normal state resistivity. The
width ∆H = H90−H10 of the superonduting transition
urves in Fig. 3 (and Fig. 4) remains, with ∆H ≃ 0.6 T,
almost unhanged down to low temperatures. A poly-
rystalline sample of a strongly anisotropi superondu-
tor shows a gradual broadening of the superonduting
transition with dereasing temperature as was observed,
for example, for MgB2.
12
Therefore, the nearly onstant
transition width ∆H observed for the investigated sam-
ple an be onsidered as an indiation of a rather small
anisotropy of Hc2(T ) in MgCNi3.
The extrapolation of H90(T ) to T = 0 yields an upper
ritial eld of H
2(0) ≃ 11.3 T. The observed tempera-
ture dependene of the upper ritial eld is typial for
H
2(T ) data reported for MgCNi3 and was desribed
6,7,8
within the standard WHH model
13
by onventional su-
perondutivity in the dirty limit. The WHH model pre-
dits a relation H
2(0) ∝ (−dH2/dT )T=T

·T

. Available
data for MgCNi3, inluding those presented in this paper
show a strong variation of H
2(0) with T (see Fig. 5),
whereas (dH
2/dT )
T

≈ −(2.65 ± 0.2) T/K remains al-
most unhanged. Considering the data in Fig. 5, the
linear dependene of H
2(0) on T predited for onstant
(dH
2/dT )T

by the WHH model an be ruled out.
The solid line in Fig. 5 orresponds to a quadrati law
H
2(0) ∼ T
2

whih is the benhmark for the lean limit.
Indeed in the isotropi single band swave lean limit one
has
14
H
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Compared with WHH the eet of strong oupling (mea-
sured by the dimensionless eletron-phonon oupling on-
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Figure 5: Upper ritial eld at zero temperature vs. super-
onduting transition temperature for the MgC1.6Ni3 sample
of this work (  ) and of several MgCNi3 samples reported in
Ref. 3 ( © ), Ref. 4 ( • ), Ref. 5 ( H ) and Ref. 6 ( N ). The
experimental data an be desribed by a quadrati law (solid
line).
stant λ) is an enhanement of H
2 primarily through
the renormalization of the bare Fermi veloity v
F
→
v
F
/(1 + λ) and a weak enhanement fator oming from
the energy dependene of the gap funtion. The strong
oupling (λ ≈ 3.4 near the Brillouin zone boundary and
zero at the zone enter) to the rotational mode near 13
meV proposed in Ref. 3 gives an upper limit for a strong
oupling required to reprodue upper ritial elds as
high as 12 . . . 15 T. Using the averaged Fermi veloities
of 1.45 · 105 m/s for the rounded ubelike Fermi surfae
shown in Fig. 11 we arrive at λ ≈ 2.5 . . .3.
B. Spei heat
Spei heat measurements were performed in order to
get additional information about H
2(T ), the super-
onduting pairing symmetry and the strength of the
eletronphonon oupling from thermodynami data. In
Fig. 6 spei heat data, 
p
/T vs. T 2, are shown for
applied magneti elds up to 8T. The upper ritial
elds, H
2(T ), determined from the spei heat data,
are shown in Fig. 7. It is learly seen that the Hc2(T )
data obtained from the spei heat are loated in the
small eld range between the H90(T ) and H10(T ) urves.
In order to desribe the experimental data of the normal
state spei heat in zero eld between T

and 30K (see
Fig. 8) the expression

n
(T ) = γ
N
T + 
lattie
+ 
Einstein
+ n
Shottky
(2)
was used. The linearinT term is due to the eletroni
ontribution with γ
N
as the Sommerfeld parameter. The
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Figure 6: Spei heat data 
p
/T vs. T 2 of MgC1.6Ni3 mea-
sured at various magneti elds up to 8T. The solid line is a
t of Eq.(2) to the data for H = 0 above T

. Its intersetion
with the ordinate gives the Sommerfeld parameter γ
N
.
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Figure 7: Comparison of upper ritial eld data determined
from spei heat ( • ) and resistane measurements for
MgC1.6Ni3. H10 and H90 were determined at 10% and 90%
of the normal state resistivity, respetively. An entropy on-
serving onstrution was used to determine the upper ritial
eld from the spei heat data of Fig. 6.
seond term, 
lattie
= βT 3 + δT 5 represents the phonon
ontribution. This extension of the usual Debye approx-
imation 
lattie
∝ T 3 inludes deviations from the linear
dispersion of the aousti modes and is required in or-
der to desribe the phonon ontribution to the spei
heat in an extended temperature range. The same pro-
edure has already been used to desribe the spei heat
of MgB2.
15
An additional single Einstein mode, 
Einstein
,
was used to take into aount the ontribution of the
previously mentioned lowest energy optial mode near
13meV.3 The last part, n
Shottky
, represents the ontri-
bution of a onventional two-level Shottky model whih
was used to desribe the slight upturn of the spei heat
just above the superonduting transition temperature T

(see Fig. 8). This feature possibly results from ontribu-
tions of paramagneti impurities like unreated Ni (the
prefator n gives the onentration of these impurities).
The tting proedure returned a Sommerfeld parameter
γ
N
= 35mJ/molK2 whih is lose to the reported values
of γ
N
= 27.67 and 33mJ/molK2.8 The Debye temper-
ature was found to be Θ
D
= 289K and the energy of
the optial phonon mode resulting from the t is 9.5meV
whih slightly deviates from the theoretially proposed
value (13meV).3 The paramagneti impurity onentra-
tion derived from the t is n ≈ 4.5% and the energy gap
of the Shottky anomaly is 5.3meV. As shown in Fig. 8,
the experimental data are very well desribed by Eq. (2)
in the investigated temperature range T

< T < 30K.
The jump∆ of the spei heat at T

(see inset of Fig. 8)
is given by the dierene between the experimental data,

p
and the normal spei heat ontribution, 
n
.
The transition temperature T

= 6.83K obtained from
the inset of Fig. 8 agrees approximately with the tran-
sition temperatures T

= 7.0K and T

= 6.9K derived
from a suseptibility and from resistane data, respe-
tively. In the low temperature region the experimental
data for∆/T versus T an be desribed by the BCSlike
expression
∆ = 7.95γ
N
T

exp
(
−
∆(0)
k
B
T
)
− γ
N
T (3)
using 2∆(0)/k
B
T

= 2.96 instead of 2∆
BCS
(0)/k
B
T

=
3.52 predited by the BCS model. Above T = 4K the
t of Eq. (3) starts to deviate from the experimental
urve resulting in a muh lower value for the jump at
T = T

than observed experimentally. Notie that the
experimental value of the jump, ∆/γ
N
T

= 1.6, nearly
orresponds to the BCS value ∆/γ
N
T

= 1.43 indiating
weak eletronphonon oupling. This ontrasts to the
strong oupling derived from Eq. (1) and H
2(0) data.
A natural explanation for this disrepany is the two
band harater of MgCNi3 whih will be disussed in the
next setion.
To examine the temperature dependene of the eletroni
spei heat

el
(T ) = ∆+ γ
N
T (4)
at H = 0 in detail, 
el
(T )/γ
N
T

is plotted logarithmi-
ally vs. T

/T in Fig. 9. It is learly seen, that the
experimental data at low temperatures (T

/T > 2) fol-
low the modied BCS expression (Eq. (3), solid line).
We found that this exponential law is not aeted by the
low temperature branh of the Shottky term in Eq. (2)
whih has an exponential temperature dependene, too.
The exponential temperature behavior of the eletroni
spei heat at low temperatures found for MgCNi3 is
a strong indiation for swave superondutivity in this
ompound.
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Figure 8: Spei heat data 
p
/T vs. T 2 of MgC1.6Ni3 at zero magneti eld. Aording to Eq.(2), the dashed line represents the
lattie ontribution, the dotted line shows the ontribution from a rotational phonon mode (see text) and the dash-dotted line
gives a Shottky ontribution. Inset: Contribution of the superonduting eletrons to the spei heat ∆/T = (
p
− 
n
) /T .
The solid line in the inset is a t of the BCS expression to the data with parameters aording to Eq. (3). The onservation
of entropy was onrmed by integrating of ∆/T in the temperature range 0 < T < T

(aording to the data above 2K and
the solid line below 2K).
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Figure 9: Normalized eletroni spei heat ontribution of
MgC1.6Ni3 vs. T/T . The omparison of the data with the
BCS expression (solid line) orresponding to Eq. (3) learly
shows the exponential temperature dependene of the ele-
troni spei heat at low temperatures.
In the superonduting state, a linearinT eletroni
spei heat ontribution γ(H)T arises from the nor-
mal onduting ores of the ux lines for applied mag-
neti elds H > H
1. This ontribution an be ex-
pressed as γ(H)T = 
p
(T,H)−
p
(T, 0),16 where 
p
(T, 0)
is the spei heat in the Meissner state. Spei heat
data for MgC1.6Ni3 at T = 2K (see inset of Fig. 10)
were analyzed in order to derive the eld dependene
of γ(H). In Fig. 10, the obtained γ(H)/γ
N
is plot-
ted against H/H
2(0) using the Sommerfeld parameter
γ
N
= 35mJ/molK2 and H
2(0) = 11.3T. Not shown in
this plot are high-eld data whih are inuened by an
additional ontribution to the spei heat in the normal
state arising in magneti elds. This ontribution whih
is learly seen in Fig. 6 as deviation of the 
p
/T data
from the solid line auses a shift of the high-eld 
p
/T
data in the superonduting state to higher values. The
origin of this eet is not yet understood. Its inuene
on the eld dependene of 
p
/T at T = 2K is illustrated
in the inset of Fig. 10. At low magneti elds, a negative
urvature is observed whih starts to hange its sign at
elds above 4T.
The low-eld data of 
p
/T shown in Fig. 10 an be de-
sribed by the expression γ/γ
N
= (H/H
2(0))
0.6
whih
diers from the linear γ(H) law expeted for isotropi
s-wave superondutors in the dirty limit. A non-linear
eld dependene lose to γ(H) ∝ H0.5 has been reported
for some unonventional superondutors with gap nodes
in the quasipartile spetrum of the vortex state as in
YBa2Cu3O7,
17
and in the heavy fermion superondu-
6
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Figure 10: Field dependene of the spei heat ontribution
γ(H) of the vortex ore eletrons in the mixed state normal-
ized by the Sommerfeld parameter γ
N
and H
2(0). The blak
line is a t of γ(H)/γ
N
= (H/H
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to the experimental
data. Inset: Field dependene of the spei heat 
p
/T at
T = 2K.
tor UPt3,
18
but also in some lean s-wave superondu-
tors suh as CeRu2,
19
NbSe2
16,20
and the boroarbides
RNi2B2C (R = Y, Lu).
21,22
Deloalized quasipartile
states around the vortex ores, similar to these in d-wave
superondutors, seem to be responsible for the non
linear γ(H) dependene in the boroarbides.23,24
IV. DISCUSSION
In priniple, the upper ritial eld data found for
MgCNi3 ould be understood both in the s- and p-wave
senario. The high magnitude of the upper ritial elds
might be ahieved in s-wave superondutors, but also in
a lean limit weak oupling p-wave ase employing the
slow holes on the four-leafed loverlike Fermi surfae
sheets with 0.5 · 105m/s (see Fig. 11). Following Maki
et al.
25
an additional numerial fator 1.3 should be in-
trodued in this ase in Eq. (1). The dierent temper-
ature dependene of the eletroni spei heat at low
temperatures in s- and p-wave superondutors allows
the disrimination between predominant s- and p-wave
senarios. As mentioned above, the exponential temper-
ature behavior of the eletroni spei heat found for
MgCNi3 is a strong indiation for s-wave superondu-
tivity in this ompound.
It is onvenient to rewrite Eq. (1) using experimentally
aessible quantities as the plasma energy ω
pl
, the vol-
ume of the unit ell V , and the Sommerfeld onstant γN .
Then, Eq. (5) provides a riterion for a superondu-
tor whih an be desribed in the lean limit within the
isotropi single band model:
Q =
3.6ω2
pl
[
eV
2
]
H
2(0)
[
T
2
]
V
[(
10−10m
)3]
γ
N
[mJ/molK2]T 2

[K] (1 + λ)
1.4
(5)
If Q diers signiantly from 1, a more omplex model
should be onsidered.
Some values for Q are summarized in Tab. I.
ω
pl
H
2(0) V γN T λ Q
Nb 9.9 0.35 18 7.8 9.3 0.9 1.4
YNi2B2C 4.0 10 64 19 15 0.7 4.1
MgB2 7.0 17 29 3.0 40 0.8 7.9
MgB2 7.0 17 29 3.0 40 2.5 3.1
MgCNi3 3.2 15 56 35 8 1.0 5.2
MgCNi3 3.2 15 56 35 8 2.5 2.4
Table I: Values of Q and further parameters (see text) for se-
leted superondutors. Q is a measure for the appliability
of the isotropi single band model. A deviation from Q ≈ 1
indiates the need for a more omplex model. For MgB2 and
MgCNi3, two limiting values for λ are onsiered for illustra-
tion.
The rystal struture of MgCNi3 an be seen as a
three dimensional analogue of the layered boroarbides.
Thus it is instrutive to ompare the results with the
eletroni spei heat dependene of the boroarbides
and the boronitrides whih were found to be isostru-
tural to the boroarbides. The eletroni spei heat
of La3Ni2B2N3−δ exhibits an exponential temperature
dependene
26
as does MgCNi3, while that of YNi2B2C
or LuNi2B2C follows a power law of the type el =
3γ
N
(
T
T

)
a
with an exponent a ≈ 3.27,28
The eletron-phonon oupling onstant λ in MgCNi3 av-
eraged over all Fermi surfae sheets an be estimated
from the relation
γ
N
=
pi2
3
k2
B
(1 + λ)N(E
F
) = γ0 (1 + λ) (6)
using the experimental value of the Sommerfeld onstant
γ
N
= 35mJ/molK2 and the density of states (DOS)
at the Fermi level N(E
F
) alulated within the loal
density approximation. From the alulated density of
states and the orresponding bare spei heat oe-
ient, γ0 = 11mJ/molK
2
one obtains a large eletron-
phonon oupling onstant λ = 2.2.
Aording to band struture alulations using the
full-potential nonorthogonal loal-orbital minimum-basis
sheme
29
within the loal density approximation, the to-
tal DOS an be deomposed into a roughly 15% and a
85% ontribution stemming from the fast and the slow
sheets of the Fermi surfae, respetively. Then, the total
7−1 −0.5 0 0.5 1
Energy (eV)
0
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20
30
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S 
(st
ate
s/e
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Figure 11: The two Fermi surfae sheets of MgCNi3 and the
orresponding band resolved density of states near the Fermi
level. Band 1 orresponds to the Fermi surfae sheet in the
topright panel, band 2 to the Fermi surfae in the topleft
panel.
oupling onstant averaged over all Fermi surfae sheets
reads
λ
tot
= λ1
N1(0)
N(0)
+ λ2
N2(0)
N(0)
(7)
and with the aid of λ
tot
= 2.2 and λ1 ≈ 2.5 . . . 3 esti-
mated from the upper ritial eld H
2(0) ≈ 12 . . .15T,
respetively (Eq. (1)) one arrives at λ2 ≈ 2.0 . . . 2.1. The
question then arises about the origin of these strong mass
enhanements in both bands. Obviously λ2 annot be of
eletron-phonon nature alone, sine otherwise one should
ask, why are Tc, the above mentioned gap, and Hc2(0) so
low? So we are fored to assume that λ2 should be deom-
posed into an eletron-phonon ontribution and a pair-
breaking eletron-paramagnon λsf (eletron-spin utu-
ation) one. We adopt for the eletron-phonon part a typ-
ial transition metal value, say λ2ph ∼ 1. From Fig. 11, a
band width of about 0.6 eV an be estimated for band 2.
Taking the average of the eletron and the hole Fermi en-
ergies as a representative eetive Fermi energy of band
2 ~ω2F ≈ 0.3 eV an be estimated. Then, aording to
the Berk-Shrieer theory the paramagnon spetral den-
sity should exhibit a maximum near ~ωsf ≈ ~ω2F /S ∼
80 meV, where S ≈ 4 is the Stoner fator. Sine this
frequeny exeeds onsiderably the typial phonon fre-
quenies, the eet of the paramagnon pair breaking is
somewhat redued due to the pseudopotential eet
30
,
well-known for the large bare Coulomb repulsion µ where
it produes the smaller pseudopotential µ∗-value due to
the large logarithmi fator of about 5 entering its de-
nominator. In the present ase, this fator is redued to
1.4, only. Then the bare paramagnon oupling onstant
λsf ∼ 1 is redued to about λ
∗
sf ∼ 0.4. Together with
standard Coulomb pseudopotential, e.g. 0.13, one never-
theless arrives at a sizable suppressed pairing in band 2
whih is responsible for the observed small gap seen in
the low T spei heat data. The missing od only very
weakly pronouned urvature in Hc2(T ) near Tc points to
weak interband oupling, a posteriori justifying our one
band estimate for Hc2(0) given above. A more quanti-
tative study must await more detailed knowledge on the
phonon and paramagnon spetra.
V. CONCLUSION
The eletroni spei heat shows an exponential temper-
ature dependene at low temperatures whih is a strong
indiation for s-wave pairing symmetry in this ompound.
Strong eletron-phonon oupling has been derived from
spei heat data and the alulated densitiy of states av-
eraged over all Fermi surfae sheets. Comparing MgCNi3
with other multi-band superondutors suh as MgB2
or transition metal boroarbides, one onludes that the
disjoint Fermi surfae sheets dier from eah other not
only in the strength of the eletron-phonon interation
or the Fermi veloities but to the best of our knowledge
also in strength of the depairing interation. Approah-
ing the remarkable peak in the DOS slightly below the
Fermi energy, an interesting enhanement of the param-
agnon ontribution followed by a gapless Fermi surfae
sheet and a possible p-wave superondutivity mediated
by ferromagneti spin utuations might be expeted.
In any ase, the ompeting interplay of strong eletron-
phonon and eletron-paramagnon interations together
with a strongly energy dependent DOS on disjoint, al-
most deoupled Fermi surfae sheets is a great hallenge
for future theoretial and experimental work.
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